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1 Introduction 

The 30-th edition of Balkan Masters Athletics Championships was held in Korca, Albania during 
17-19 of September 2021 in the complex of Skenderbeu Stadium. 

The Stadium was in poor condition and this caused a lot of technical problems some of them 
minor but others were major problems that endangered athletes’ safety, seriously affected the 
results, altered the rankings and put this whole competition into a questionable situation 
regarding the validity of the results. 

This Report mentions the issues observed at this competition as detailed in the followings. 

2 Safety and Health Risks 
2.1 Lack of Ambulance 

During the competition the ambulance for emergency interventions was no present all the time 
during the competition. 

For an intervention needed during the competition the intervention time was about 20 minutes 
after it was requested. Other times the ambulance was not present at all. 

Because of this condition of the track (slippery and the material adhering to the shoes covering 
the spikes) 2 of 4 members of M35 4 x 100m Relay from Romania fell on the track when 
exchanging the baton. There was no ambulance available at the Stadium and they have to go by 
themselves to the hospital. These athletes are: Lungu Ioan-Adrian who broke his arm and was 
forced to withdraw from the rest of the events and Ghițoc Lucian. 

Statement of Miki-Spidi Zdravkoski on social media: “I was injured on Saturday in a long jump, 
an injury that takes me to surgery, there was no doctor in the stadium, the referee ran to bring 
ice for me and another competitor from Serbia, who was lucky to have a Serbian doctor with 
him. I hope this will be a good school for the organizers for the future.” 

Statement of Oevas Oevas on social media: “Maybe something you haven't informed... our 
athlete George Christofidis (doctor in profession) of SEVAS KO... during the games and while 
near the hammer cage realized that an Albanian stadium worker had a seizure... he 
immediately ran and gave first aid for a long time until the ambulance arrived and actually 
saved one of our fellow man. This action shows him the greatness of his soul. The biggest and 

most expensive medal         on his chest. We are proud of you Timas with your presence in the 
stadiums.” 

Taking also into account that this was a masters competition with many old age athletes this 
was a very serious, unacceptable health risk. 

2.2 Disk Throw / Hammer Throw cage 

At the throwing sector the cage did not respect the proper dimensions (heights, opening angle) 
to protect the athletes from the implements launched in the sector. That was a real danger for 
athletes and put their physical safety to risk. 
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2.3 High Jump mattress 

The high jump sector had an improvised mattress of small dimensions which endangered the 
athlete’s safety. 

 

Some of the athletes came one day before the competition to do training in local conditions but 
the mattress was not available for athletes to train and they were told that a mattress will be 
found next day otherwise sand will be used instead. 

2.4 Track events in the darkness 

The schedule of the events was delayed one hour in the morning of the first day (17-th) and 
more than two hours in the afternoon/evening session. This led to track events in darkness with 
no light on the track (only field sectors had some sort of light source) putting athletes at injuries 
risk and making the validity of their results questionable. 

2.5 Track bad condition caused injuries 

The track condition was bad, the material was sticky to the running shoes, covering completely 
the spikes, affecting the stability of the athletes and putting their health to risk. 
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This is how running shoes look after running of this track. 

       

 

Because of this condition of the track two of four members of M35 4 x 100m Relay Romania fell 
on the track when exchanging the baton. There was no ambulance available at the Stadium and 
they have to go by themselves to the hospital. 

These athletes are: Lungu Ioan-Adrian who broke his arm and Ghițoc Lucian. 

Other athletes decided not to compete in such conditions and withdraw from the competition. 
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2.6 Triple Jump sector 

The track for Triple Jump had a cement circle on it making impossible for the athletes to do 
their run properly. This issue was addressed to the Technical Meeting and LOC promised the 
problem will be resolved by covering the cement circle. 

This promised was not materialized. 

Some athletes (ex: Vlad Ionuț - M35, Găvănescu Ioan-Paul - M45) were forced to shorten their 
run with 4 steps leading to results that are under their potential. Other athletes tried to run in 
diagonal to avoid the cement circle present on the track. 
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3 The Stadium 
3.1 Homologation 

Taking note of Stadium unproper conditions BMA Vice-President Prof. Robertino Tănase and 
BMA Technical Director Ercan Ozkan requested to the Local Organizing Committee (LOC) i.e. 
Mr. Rudin Bektashi to present the homologation of the stadium. 

The LOC claimed repeatedly that the Stadium has is homologated (failing to mention which 
class) and that they will present the papers but they didn’t presented any. 

The issues observed were the ones described in the followings. 

3.1.1 Marks 

Lanes 

That start lines were not marked correctly. From one lane to another the differences were not 
equal (for lane advantage compensations). Some of the differences were huge by simple eye 
observation. Distances between marks as measured by athletes on the spot showed errors from 
0.80m to 2.70m. 

Lines 

Separation line for the lanes were not circular and smooth making questionable the total 
distance of the track for each lane. 

Hurdles 

Marks for hurdles positioning were not available on the track. Hurdles were planted with 
empiric measurements, several time with errors. 

Also hurdles height was wrong for several events. 

First turn exit 

Marks for the exit from the first turn in 800m were not available on the track so athletes had to 
take the start as in long runs (not each on his/her own lane for the first turn). 

Lanes separation 

The lanes were not separated by paint on the track but some by paper band stick on the track 
and others with no separation at all making the lanes distance questionable. 

Relay baton exchange marks 

There were no line marks for relays baton exchange thus making the validity of the results 
questionable as shown in the picture below. 
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3.1.2 Throwing sector marks 

The sectors for Throwing were not marked properly (reference distances from 5m to 5m). 

3.1.3 Long Jump board 

There were no wooden board (20 cm or 8 inches) for the takeoff point in Long Jump event. 
Instead, a plastic thin (2-3mm) plate was stick to the track with adhesive tape. Also, the foul line 
was an improvised one built manually on the spot. 
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3.1.4 Implements and materials 

There was almost a total lack of implements for throwing events and this led to the use of 
athletes’ own implements with no (at least) weight measurement nor dimensions check. 

There was a lack of hurdles that led to the use of only four lanes of eight. 

3.1.5 Track length 

Because the length of the track was also questionable and doubted for serious reasons BMA 
Vice-President Prof. Robertino Tănase and BMA Technical Director Ercan Ozkan requested to 
the Local Organizing Committee (LOC) i.e. Mr. Rudin Bektashi to allow them to enter on the 
Stadium and do a measurement of the track. The request was denied with unpleasant words. 

3.1.6 Inadequate Warm-up Area 

The warm-up area was not proper for athletics competitions. 

4 Results issues 
4.1 Wind measurement 

There were no wind measurement devices on any of the events requiring this. Thus wind 
measurement is not present in the official results. 

4.2 Zero Test 

As mentioned by BMA Technical Director Ercan Ozkan in his Report no Zero Test image was 
provided from the photo-finish equipment making impossible to validate results as records. 
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Note. The Zero test image shows if the equipment is synchronized or not (start pistol with start 
of timing). 

4.3 High Jump crossbar 

In High Jump the crossbar was broken because one athlete fell over it. There was no 
replacement crossbar and the referees sticked it with adhesive tape, the crossbar not being 
straight anymore and making the results questionable. 

4.4 Competition Rules tampered 

Athlete Pirnat Jože registered to Shot Put, M50 did not attend the event and should be marked 
as DNS. Instead, the athlete attended to the next Shot Put event and was allowed to compete 
with M55 age group. Afterwards he was ranked as second in the official rankings of M50 age-
group with the result of 12.86. 

Mr. Bektashi was informed of this situation and stated, quote „Everything was according to the 
rules. Problems with the judges were very few. The judges followed the rules correctly.” 

4.5 Arbitrary validation of attempts 

The testimonial of Mr. Καμπίτσας Θανάσης on Facebook states the followings. 

“M40 long jump. A Serbian athlete makes an effort, the judge raises red flag, all Serbs are 
furious screaming and pushing the judge, literally bumped into him. The result, the effort was 
valid and with this effort, Apostolidis lost the gold. It's something I never imagined would 
happen at a track race. Tolerance I believe was about judges feeling disadvantaged due to the 
many shortages.” 

4.6 Faults in Triple Jump 

The testimonial of Mr. Fanis Xouryas on Facebook states the followings. 

“In the triple M55, Kosovo athlete worthy winner for humanitarian reasons (right hand arm cut), 
but with all his jumps invalid! He was jumping with three simple steps and not with the proper 
steps of the event.” 

4.7 Faulty measurement in Javelin throw 

The testimonial of Mr. Dimitris Gazis on Facebook states the followings. 

“I will report a comedy event on the javelin so y'all can get in the mood about what happened 
for 3 days in Korça... the conistras judge (i.e. the judge responsible for the mark leaving the 
javelin on the grass) was sitting on 15-20 meters distance from valve always and outside the 
sector in Aistera.. the shot is executed... at 35-40 meters... the javelin falls almost parallel to the 
ground but the nose has time to leave a mark and crawls the javelin but 5-6 meters further than 
the mark he left until he stopped... the judge watching from a distance of 20 meters... runs 
flying a flag red and white without the tape... gets to the spot seen Originally... sees the sign fly 
white flag doesn't flag as a benchmark he turns back running out of the sector to take the tip of 
the tape and with unparalleled certainty runs to the point where he thinks the javelin has fallen 
on the grass which now it's 2-3 metres beyond where the ground really hit and measured a 
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random spot as the athlete's shot... such props became infinite especially in category 50-54 
where there was also podium distortion from this random spot option ... but also in 55-59 as in 
35-49 with 800... now you'll tell me why you didn't protest... firstly they didn't know English 
whenever consultation there was no secondly the imposition of the judges over in the fight only 
by objection can be bypassed... but evidence didn't exist as we should have filmed the whole 
race...” 

Stathis Papadopoulos: 

“Dimitris Gazis I totally confirm the above!” 

The testimonial of Mr. Νίκος Γεωργίου on Facebook describes the Javelin results measurement. 

“Those who took part in match 50-59, played roulette. The judge of the sector, during most of 
the struggle, even if the javelin fell with the nose, would lift an invalid if he didn't find a sign! 
And how to find it from 25 meters? Towards the end, it started counting shots that the javelin 
almost got nailed with the tail, because apparently, he thought what matters, is the obvious 
trace!!!” 

Dimitris Gazis: 

“Νίκος Yeoryíou we lived this too!!!” 

Panagiotis Panagiotis: 

“It was 90 % of the shots invalid... what happened has no precedent was madness... plus 
I'm still cleaning the shoes from the tartan pieces...” 

4.8 No time recorded 

Some of the track events have incomplete set of official results. The note in the ranking list is 
NT (No Time only rank available) as in the following example of 1500m Women rankings. 
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4.9 Number of attempts 

Because of failure to respect the Timetable the number of attempts for Jumps and Throwings 
was reduced from 6 to 4 in disrespect of organizing qualifications (first 3 attempts) and final 
(last 3) as stated by masters athletics rules. 

4.10 False Start 
4.10.1 False start sensors 

There were no start reaction detection sensors to determine the false start. 
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4.10.2 False start rules for masters 

Referees did not know the rules of false start applying to masters competitions not described in 
the competition Technical Rules. 

4.11 Erroneous results 

There are many complaints of the competitors regarding erroneous results in many events as 
presented in the followings. 

4.11.1 110m Hurdles – M35 

The result of Nikola Kerekovic shows a new WR for seniors also! 

Categ. Bib Num Name / Surname Country Result Rank 

M35 375  KEREKOVIĆ Nikola CRO  12.56 1 
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4.11.2 1500m – M50 

At the finish of the 1500m M50 the difference between first place and second place was about 
20m. The time difference is 29 seconds! 

This raises serious doubts on the timing procedure and results validity. 

 

4.11.3 300m Hurdles – M60 

Seams that results are totally wrong and times switched from one athlete to another as stated 
by Dimitri Haitidis and also confirmed by Oevas Oevas, quote: “I personally objected and was 
told they would fix it”. 

4.11.4 400m Hurdles – W40 

Katerina Rokaki complains that she attended the event and did 1:24.70 and Denisa Fengjilli 
from Albania didn’t attend the event. She claims “the man with the computer wrote it on a 
piece of paper and signed it”. This was communicated to Mr. Bektashi but no correction was 
operated. 

Official results are the followings: 

Categ. Bib Num Name / Surname Country Result  Rank 

F35 522  ROKAKI Ekaterini GRE  DNS  

F40 131  DENISA Fengjilli ALB  01:24.7 1 

4.11.5 200m – M35 

Official rankings for 200m – M35 show the followings: 

Categ. Bib Num Name / Surname Country Result  Rank 

M35 623 LUNGU Ioan-Adrian  ROU  22.65  1 

M35 308 CHERVENKOV Veselin  BUL  23.41  2 

M35 459 KARAMATSOUKIS Pantelis GRE  24.85  3 

The athlete ranked no. 1 didn’t attended the event as confirmed with him personally. Because 
of the slippery track this athlete fell down during 4 x 100m event on Saturday and broke his 
arm. There was no ambulance at the Stadium and he went to the hospital by himself. In such a 
situation he was not able to attend 200m event. 
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4.11.6 5000m Walk – M65 

The results printed and displayed on the board immediately after the competition shows that 
Ruzzier Fabio from Slovenia won the M65 age group. 

 

The official results do not include Ruzzier Fabio as shown below. 

M60 414 BERETAS Petros   GRE 32:11.2 1 

M60 856 STEVANOVIC Ljuba   SRB 33:20.2 2 

M60 855 STANOJEVIĆ Dorde   SRB 34:37.0 3 

M60 704 AKPOLAT Mehmet Tekin  TUR 37:25.2 4 

M60 500 NEOFOTISTOS Konstantinos  GRE 40:40.4 5 

M60 420 CHATZIGEORGIOU Anastasios GRE 41:13.2 6 

M60 723 DOLU Erol    TUR 42:11.6 7 

M60 416 CHAITIDIS Dimitrios   GRE DQ RT54.4 

M60 244 SHABAN Peka    ALB DQ RT54.4 

      

M65 850 RADULOVIĆ Radovan   SRB 36:46.1 2 

M65 706 AKSU Osman Nuri   TUR DQ RT54.4 

M65 712 BACAKSIZOĞLU Ahmet  TUR DQ RT54.4 

      

M70 509 PAPATHOMAS Charis   GRE 35:04.8 1 

M70 608 BENŐ Zoltan    ROU 41:15.1 2 

M70 190 ILIR Karanxha    ALB 41:27.4 3 

M70 447 GIANNAKOPOULOS Panagiotis GRE DNS  

4.11.7 Shot Put – W45 

In Shot Put, W45 the standard implement of 4Kg was not available. An athlete offered her 
personal implement and with no measurement or weighting the competition stared using this 
implement with no certainty that it is correct. 

4.11.8 Relays 

Relays members are not listed in the results lists making impossible to check the age group of 
each member and the match to team age group. 
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4.12 Tampered Rankings 
4.12.1 PRE Team 

Athletes from countries which are not members of BMA competed in PREsident’s Team as 
stated in BMA Statute. For these athletes a separate rankings list outside the competition 
should be made. Instead of this PRE Team athletes were included in the official rankings 
generating false and erroneous rankings making this competition something else but not a 
competitions of athletes of BMA members. 

4.12.2 Countries not member of BMA 

Besides athletes from President Team athletes from countries not members of Balkan Masters 
Athletics were included in official rankings generating false and erroneous rankings. 

4.13 Walk arbitrary DQ 

The referees for Walk events did not have warning cards and the disqualifying of athletes was 
done without such warnings as regulations require. 

4.14 Display results bords 

No boards for results display were available during the events. 

4.15 Others 

Many other erroneous results were reported by athletes but in lack of strong evidences 
(pictures, official documents, confirmations from other athletes) these were not included in this 
report. 

5 Competition Management & Rules 
5.1 Registration tampering 

Athletes from Kosovo were registered to country “ALB” (Albania) at the time of registration as 
they are shown in the lists exported from SAM registration system at registration deadline. As a 
single example: 141 - Edis Krusha – M45 was registered to 1500m for Albania. 

 

 

 

On the results list one can observer that Edis Krusha country was changed and he is registered 
as an athlete from Kosovo. 
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5.2 Registration after deadline 

Athletes were registered to the competition after the deadline. Such athletes can be observed 
in the rankling lists with bib number “0” (zero). Example 1500m Men. 

 

5.3 BMA Statute disrespect 

As shown above LOC proved total lack of respect to BMA organization an organized the 
competition by own rules violating decisions of BMA. 

Kosovo is not a member of BMA thus cannot be represented on BMA competitions. For such 
situation BMA Statue clearly states the use of PREsident’s Team allowing such athletes to 
compete. 
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Violating BMA Statute and decisions LOC registered and included in events rankings athletes 
from Kosovo. 

Also, a very delicate matter that offended other countries delegations was the inclusion of 
Kosovo in the Open Ceremony with the national flag and signs. By contrary states as Slovenia 
founding member of BMA was not represented with the flag at the Opening Ceremony by a bad 
and offending failure of the LOC. 

5.4 Appeal Board 

Technical Meeting ended in failure and no Appeal Board was formed making impossible for 
athletes to address formal complains. Neither an anti-doping Control Board was not formed. 

5.5 President’s Team misuse 

Violating the BMA Statute athletes registered in the PREsident’s Team were included in the 
official rankings in common with other athletes not on a separate ranking list making the 
ranking void and producing dissatisfaction to other athletes. 

5.6 Competition Rules faults 

Competition Rules states for the Balkan Relay the following length of each leg: 100-200-400-
800m. Instead, the legs were run in the reverse order, that is 800-400-200-100m. This confused 
the athletes and affected their strategy already made for the componence of the Balkan Relay. 

 

 

The problem is not the length of legs (1-2-4-800 or 8-4-2-100) but the fact that Competition 
Rules were not respected by the LOC. 

5.7 Start Lists not available 

A very hard to understand error, showing total lack of experience from the LOC, was that 
competition was organized with no Start Lists but only Entries List (registration). In some events 
(ex: 400m hurdles) athletes chose the lane on the spot as they preferred generating conflicts 
and dissatisfaction for others. 
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5.8 Site not available 

On Tuesday 14-th of September, 3 days before competition start the web site was completely 
unavailable. That was the situation during the whole competition and lasted 3 days more after 
competition end. 

5.9 Rankings not available 

Because of site being unavailable the online rankings were not available for any of the events. 
The only information available are the pictures athletes did to the papers displayed by the LOC. 

To be mentioned that these papers (rankings) were continuously changing. As an example, at 
first athletes from countries which are not BMA members (like UKR) were present officially in 
the rankings list (also in medals positions). This was afterwards replaced with the mention PRE 
instead of the athlete’s country but keeping these athletes in the same positions as showed in 
„President’s Team misuse” section. 

5.10 Events exclusion 

By arbitrary decision LOC decided not to organize the following events: Weight Throw, Half-
Marathon, Pole Vault. The argument was that “this is too much trouble”. 

5.11 Antidoping control 

There was no anti-doping control operated even if the fee for this was collected from athletes. 

5.12 Discipline during competition 

The access to the track and field sectors was chaotical. Unsurvey kids were present in the 
events sectors putting themselves and the athletes in danger. 

5.13 Void promises at technical meeting 

During the technical meeting on 16-th of September many of the above issues were addressed 
and LOC promised to solve them. This agreement was not respected by the LOC and the agreed 
issues were not solved by LOC.  

5.14 Good manners and Hospitality 

There was not changing room available for athletes. Some of them changed the equipment in 
the toilet. 

The BMA General Assembly meeting was organized outdoor on an improper space. 

It is a hospitality custom to organize a small buffet with minimal products for athletes that 
might need them during the competition. The only thing available was faulty vending machine 
with products not adequate for athletes (chips, chocolate, wafers). 

Uncleaned spaces and lack of proper hygiene materials at the toilettes. 

 


